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Abst ract - - In  this paper, well-conditioning of nonhomogeneous variable coefficient second order 
boundary value systems is studied. First, the constant coefficient case is treated. Considering ap- 
propriate truncated problems and the behavior of perturbed problems with respect o a constant 
coefficient one, sufficient conditions for well-conditioning expressed in terms of the data are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ordinarily in studying difference schemes for the approximate solutions of differential boundary 
value problems one considers not a single, isolated problem, but a whole family of such problems, 
arising for smaller and smaller net step-sizes. The number of steps, N, can be considered a
parameter upon which this family depends. Refinement of the net corresponds to an increase 
in N. This motivates the study of well-conditioning of boundary value difference systems. 
Apart from this type of problem where discretization techniques lead to the study of difference 
systems, there are three important sources of discrete models described by second order systems 
of difference quations. Digital simulation [1] and sampled-data control systems [2,3] are two of 
them. Finally, many economic, biological and sociological systems are represented by discrete 
models [4,5]. In such problems the idea of well-conditioning is important o guarantee that the 
sensivity of the solution to errors occurring in the data (for instance measurement or rounding 
errors) does not grow with increasing number of steps. 
In this paper, we consider boundary value difference systems of the form 
U(n + 2) + Al(n+ 1)U(n + 1) +A0(n+ 1)U(n) = f (n+ 1), 
0 < n < N-  2; U(O) = ¢; U(N) = k~, 
(1.1) 
where Ai(n + 1) is a matrix in C rx~ for i -- 0, 1, with Ao(n + 1) invertible, and f (n + 1), • and g2 
are r-dimensional vectors, elements of C r. Expressions for solutions of constant coefficient higher 
order difference systems have been treated by several authors [1,6]. Well-conditioning for systems 
of difference quations has been characterized in [7], but such characterization is given in terms 
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of the behaviour of solutions of certain associated problems, which are not known a priori, and 
thus, its practical interest is very limited. Sufficient conditions for well-conditioning expressed in 
terms of norm inequalities involving the matrix coefficients of (1.1) can be given in the same way 
as in the scalar case. 
The aim of this paper, that may be regarded as continuation of [8], is to obtain sufficient 
conditions in terms of the data for well-conditioning of problem (1.1). The organization of the 
paper is as follows. In Section 2 well-conditioning of homogeneous constant coefficient boundary 
value problems are studied using results of [9] related to complete set of solutions of algebraic 
matrix equations of polynomial type. Section 3 deals with nonhomogeneous constant coefficient 
difference systems. Sufficient conditions for well-conditioning of algebraic nature in terms of the 
data are given. Finally in Section 4 the variable coefficient problem (1.1) is treated. Using the 
obtained sufficient conditions for well-conditioning of constant coefficient boundary value prob- 
lems, and regarding the variable coefficient problem as a perturbation of appropiated truncated 
constant coefficient problems, sufficient conditions for well-conditioning ofproblem (1.1) in terms 
of the data are given. 
Throughout his paper the usual Euclidean norm of a vector y in C r will be denoted by IlYlI. 
If A is a matrix in C pxq its 1-norm is defined by [10, p. 56] 
q 
[[AH, = lm<~_a~p~_ _ = ]ai/[. 
2. HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY VALUE 
DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS 
Let us consider the homogeneous boundary value problem 
U(n + 2) + A1U(n + 1) + AoU(n) = O, 
0 < n < N-  2; U(0) = ¢; U(N) = ~, 
(2.1) 
where A0, A1 E C rxr and @, g/, U(n) E C ~, 0 < n < N - 2. 
Let us consider the algebraic matrix equation 
Z 2 + A1Z + Ao = 0 (2.2) 
and the associated companion matrix 
[ 0 I ] 
C = -A0 -A1 " 
If J is the Jordan canonical form of C and M E C 2rx2r is an invertible matrix such that 
(2.3) 
MJ  = CM,  (2.4) 
then by [9, Corollary 1] the following result holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. With the previous notation let J = diag {T1,T2} with Ti E C rxr, 1 < i < 2 and 
let M = (M~j)l<i<2 with M~j E C rxr, satisfying (2.4) such that 
l~_j_~2 
Mn and M12 are invertible. (2.5) 
Then the pair of matrices {X1, X2} defined by X1 = MmM~ 1, X2 = M2~M~ 1 is a complete set 
of solutions of equation (2.2). 
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Under the hypothesis (2.5), the general solution of the difference quation 
U(n + 2) + AIU(n + 1) +AoU(n) = O, 0 < n < N (2.6) 
is given by (see [9,11]) 
U(n) = X~p + X~q, p, q e C r. (2.7) 
By imposing to {U(n)} defined by (2.7) the boundary conditions of (2.1) it follows that vectors 
p, q must verify 
Note that system (2.8) admits a unique solution [qP] if and only if the matrix 
[' '] 
V= xN X2 N (2.9) 
is invertible. By the properties of the Schur complement of a block matrix (see [12, p. 93]), the 
matrix is invertible if and only if 
X N - X g is invertible. (2.10) 
Let us suppose that the characteristic polynomial pc(z)  of the companion matrix C admits a 
factorization 
pC(Z) ---- pl(z)p2(z), 
fl% 
pl(Z) = f f  (Z  - -  Z i )S '  ; 
i=l 
t 
p (z) = I ]  (z - zm+y +  ; 
j= l  
s l+ ' "+Sm=r ,  [ z i l< l ,  l< i<m,  
8m+l  -I" " " • -I'- 8rn+t  = r~ Jzm+jl > 1, l< j<_t .  
(2.11) 
Then the sum of the sizes of all the Jordan blocks of C corresponding to eigenvalues Z l , . . . ,  zm 
with I zi[ < 1, 1 < i < m as well as the sum of the sizes of all the Jordan blocks of C corresponding 
to the eigenvalues Zm+j, with [zm+j[ > 1, 1 _< j _< t, are both equal to r. According to (2.4) we 
can write I o]__ [o i 
M21 M22 J J2 -Ao -A1 M21 M22 J ' 
Hence, 
Mll J1 = M2I and MI2J2 = M22, (2.12) 
and by Theorem 2.1 it follows that 
Xl  -~ M~IM~ 1 = MnJ IM~ 1, X2 = M22M~ 1 = M12J2M~ 1. (2.13) 
In particular 
X'~ MI1 J~M~ 1 and X~ ~ -1 = = M12J  M12 , n >_ 0, (2.14) 
and 
cr (XI) = a ( Jt) ,  a (X2) = a (J2). (2.15) 
Let ,/1 = diag {,/11,-.-, Jim1 } where J l h  for 1 < h < mt is a Jordan block of J c  corresponding to
some eigenvalue z E a(C) with Izl < 1, and let J2 = diag{J2t , . . . ,  J2m2} where J21 for 1 < l < m2 
is a Jordan block of J c  corresponding to some eigenvalue w e a(C) with [w[ > 1. By [13, p. 23], 
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there exists a norm [[ • [[ in C rxr such that for some positive constants c1 and 3' with 0 < 7 < 1, 
one gets 
7 n 
[[J~[[ -< - - ,  I[J2-n[[ < 7 n, n _> 0. (2.16) 
c1 
By the perturbation lemma [13, p. 32] and the invertibility of the matrix X g = M~2JNM~ 1, 
the matrix X g - X N is invertible if the condition 
IIxNll < ][x~-N[[ -1 (2.17) 
holds. By (2.14)-(2.16) it follows that 
Ilx;Nll < ~(M12)'y N, 
,),N 




and the condition (2.17) is verified if 
~(M12)7 N' 
t~ (Ml l )  g (M12)~,2 N < 1. (2.18) 
el 
Condition (2.18) is equivalent to 
~/2N < Cl [/'i; (Mll)/,~ (M12)] -1 , 
or { Cl } 
N > {21nT}- l ln ~(Mn)~(M12) " 
Summarizing, we state the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. With the previous notation and under the hypotheses (2.5) and (2.11), the 
problem (2.1) admits a unique solution for values of N verifying the condition (2.19). Under 
these conditions the solution of (2.1) is given by 
U(n) = X~p + X~q, 0 < n < N - 2, 
p = {I + (x~ - x~) -~ x~} ~-  (x~ - x~) -~ ~, 
q = (x~ - x~) - '  • - (x~ - x~)  -~ x~.  
(2.20) 
PROOF. It is a consequence of the previous comments and the fact that from [12, p. 93], the 
inverse of the matrix V defined by (2.9) takes the form 
v-  1 = [ I  + (x~ - x~) -~x~ - (x~ - x~) -1 ] 
t - (x~ - x~) - lx~ (x~-  x~) -1 J" 
(2.21) | 
Now we prove that the solution {U(n)} of problem (2.1) given by (2.20) satisfies a inequality 
of the form 
IIv(n)ll < Kmax{H¢[I ,  I1~11}, 0 < n < N, (2.22) 
for large enough values of N, where K is a positive constant independent of n and N. 
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First of all note that (U(n)} given by (2.20) can be written in the form 
u( . )  = {xr  + xr  (x~ - x~) - '  x~ - x~ (x~ - x~) - '  x,"} 
+ {x~ (x# - Xl~) - '  - xp (x# - x~)  -~} 
= {xr  - (x~'  - x r ) (x~ - x~) - '  Xl ~ } • + (x~ - x~' ) (x~ - x,~) - '  
= {Xp - X~ ( I -  X2nXP)X2 N ( I -  x2Nx1N) -1Xl N} ¢~ 
(2.23) 
+ x~ (I - x~x '~)  x~ N (I - x~Nx~) - I  
= {Mn J~M51 - M12J~M~21 (I - M12J2nM~21Mll J?M51) 
x M12JfNM~21 (I - M12J2NM~21M11JNM51) -1 M11J1NM51}(~ 
n -1 (I -n -1 n -1 + M12J~ M12 - M12J2 M12 M11J1 Mn ) M12J2NM~21 
x (I - M12J~NM~21M11jNM51) -  ~. 
Let us take N large enough so that 
,),2N 1 
< -.  (2.24) ~; (Mll) ~; (M12) Cl 2 
Then, by the perturbation lemma, it follows that 
-N  -1  N -1  -~ 1 
(I - MI2J2 M12 Mix J1 g l l  ) -< (1 - ~ (gl l ) /~ (M12) ~2N/cl) <~- 2. (2.25) 
Taking norms in (2.23) and using (2.16) and (2.25) it follows that 
{ Ilg(n)ll < [IMH][ c--1 [[M~llN + 211M12112 IlM~1112"rN-nl]MIII[ IIMHll[ 
C1 
f .y2n ~ / 
x _/1 + 11M111111M511111M121111M~'I[ c--i-/f I1¢11 (2.26) 
-[- 2 [[gl2[I 2 11M~21112"7 N-n (1 + [1M1111 [IMHI[] [[M12H HM~ll[ .),2__~n  
Let us introduce the positive constants kl and k2 defined by 
~; (Mll) 
kl = , k2 = /~ (M12) • (2.27) 
C1 
Then using that -7 m < 1 for m >_ 0, from (2.26) it follows that 
IIU(n)ll < {k~ + 2klkg (1 + k~k~)} I1¢11 + 2kg (1 + klk2)[1~11, 
[]U(n)[[ _< gmax{[[¢l[ , ][~][}, (2.28) 
where 
K = k~ + 2k~ (1 + ~1)(1 + k~) .  (2.2~) 
Summarizing the following result has been established. 
COROLLARY 2.1. With the hypotheses and the notation of Theorem 2.2, the unique solution 
{U(n)} of problem (2.1) satisfies the inequality (2.28), where K is defined by (2.29) and ki, k2 
by (2.27). Furthermore, if { Z(n) } is the unique solution of the perturbed boundary value problem 
Z(n + 2) + AlZ(n + 1) + AoZn = 0; 0 < n < N - 2, 
Z(O) = ~, Z(N) = ~, 
then 
-Z(n)l I <_Kmax[ ¢ -~ , g2 -~ I ,  O<n<N.  IlU(n) k J 
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3. ON WELL-CONDIT IONED CONSTANT 
COEFF IC IENT BOUNDARY VALUE D IFFERENCE SYSTEMS 
We begin this section by adapting the results of [8] related to the construction of a fundamental 
matrix solution of (2.6) to the case where A0 is invertible and the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 
hold. Note that from the invertibility of A0, it follows that the companion matrix C is invertible 
and by (2.4) the pair of solutions {X1,X~} of equation (2.2) defined in Theorem 2.1 are both 
invertible. From the properties of a fundamental set of solutions of (2.2), the set of CrXr-solutions 
of 
Y(n + 2) + AIY(n + 1) + AoY(n) = 0, n E Z, (3.1) 
can be written in the form Y(n) = X~Q1 + X~Q2, for n E Z, where Q1 and Q2 are arbitrary 
matrices in C r×r. By (2.14) one gets 
Y(n) : MllJ~MG1Q1 q- M12J~M~21Q2, 
but this expression can be written in the form 
Y(n) = M11J~P1 -~ M12J~P2 , Pl, P2 E C rXr. (3.2) 
Now from the construction of the fundamental matrix solution of (2.6) given in [8], one gets that 
OlM_ FOl [Mll M12] [JO O] LzJ' n_>0, 
[0 ° 0 1. r01 
[Mll M121 j;r lj [ i j ,  n<0 
is fundamental matrix solution of (2.6). If 
M-1 = [N21[N11 N22 'N12] Nij E C rxr ,  1 <_ i , j  _< 2, (3.3) 
then we can write 
{ M11J~N12, n > O, (3.4) 
G(n) = M12j~lnl N22, n < O. 
Note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, since the spectral radii P(J1) and p(j~-l) are 
both strictly smaller than one, by [13, p. 25], matrices J~ and J2 n tend to the zero matrix when 
n ~ oo. Hence, {G(n)}nez is bounded. 
Let us consider the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem 
U(n + 2) +A1U(n+ 1) +A0V(n) = f (n+ 1); 
(3.5) 
0 < n < N-  2; U(0) = ¢, U(N) = g2, 
where {f(n)}n>0, ¢ and • lies in C r. Problem (3.5) is said to be well-conditioned if for arbitrary 
values of ¢, • in C r and for any bounded sequence {f(n)}n>o, there exists a unique solution 
{U(n)} of (3.5), for large enough values of N, so that 
Kmax{[[¢[],[[ffl]l ,m>~]lf(m)[[}, 0<n < N-2 ,  IIU(n)ll < (3.6) 
where K is a positive constant independent of n and N. 
Let us consider the following auxiliary problems: 
Ul(n + 2) + A1UI(n + 1) + AoUl(n) = 0; 
(3.7) 
0 <: n < N - 2; UI(0) = ¢, UI(N) -- ~, 
and 
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U2(n + 2) + A1U2(n + 1) + AoU2(n) = F(n); n E Z, 
f (n+l )  i f0<n<N-2 ,  
F(n)= 0 if n<0 orn>N-2 ,  
(3.8) 
U3(n + 2) + A1U3(n + 1) + AoU3(n) = 0; 
(3.9) 
0 < n < N-  2; U3(0) = -U2(0), U3(N) = -U2(N).  
It is clear that if {UI(n)}, {U2(n)} and {U3(n)} are solutions of problems (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), 
respectively, then {U(n)} defined by 
3 
U(n) = E Us(n); 0 < n < N, (3.10) 
i=1  
is a solution of (3.5). Furthermore, assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, this solution is 
the only one. In fact, if {V(n)} is another solution of (3.5), then {Z(n)} defined by Z(n) = 
U(n) - V(n), 0 < n < N is a solution of the homogeneous problem 
Z(n + 2) + A1Z(n + 1) + AoZ(n) = 0; 
0 < n < N-  2; Z(0) = 0, Z(N) = O, 
(3.11) 
and by Corollary 2.1, the unique solution of (3.11) is the trivial one Z(n) = 0 for 0 _< n _< N. 
Hence, U(n) = V(n) for 0 < n < N. 
By [8] a solution of problem (3.8) is given by 
c~ N-1  
U2(n)= E G(n-k)F(k)= EG(n-k ) f (k -1 ) ;  nEZ,  (3.12) 
k=-oo  k=l  
where {G(n)} is given by (3.4). Furthermore, if 7 is given by (2.16), the sequence {U2 (n)} satisfies 
L2 max {llf(m)l]}, (3.13) IIU2(n)ll ___ 1 - 7 0<m<N 
for some positive constant L2. By Corollary 2.1, problems (3.7) and (3.9) admit only one solution 
{Ul(n)} and {U3(n)}, respectively, so that for the constant K defined by (2.29) one satisfies 
IIUx(n)ll ~ Kmax{ll~ll, II~ll}, 
IIU3(n)ll ~ Kmax{llU2(0)ll, IIU2(N)II}, 
0 < n < N, (3.14) 
0 < n < N, (3.15) 
where K is independent of n and N. From (3.13) and (3.15) one gets 
KL2 
HV3(n)]j _<- -  max {ILf(m)]]}, 
1 --  "70<m<N 
and from (3.10), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.16) it follows that 
IIU(n)ll < Lmax {lle~ll, l~ll ,om a~<NIIf(m)ll}, 
where 
0 < n < N, (3.16) 
0 < n < N, (3.17) 
L2 (1 L=K+~_~ +g). 
Thus, the following result in the form of Theorem 3.1 has been established. 
(3.18) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, the problem (3.5) is well-conditioned and 
its unique solution {U(n) satisfies (3.17) where L is defined by (3.18). 
REMARK 1. Let us assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 and the invertibility of A0, and let us 
consider the boundary value problem 
U(n + 2) + A1V(n + 1) + AoU(n) = 0; 
(3.19) 
p < n < q; U(p) = 4, U(q) = k~, 
where p and q are nonnegative integers. From the proof of Theorem 2.2, it is clear that prob- 
lem (3.19) admits a unique solution if the matrix 
[X f  X~] (3.20) 
W= iX[  X~ J 
is invertible. From the invertibility of X [  and the properties of the Schur complement of a block 
matrix [12, p. 93], the matrix W is invertible if and only if T = X~-xq-Px~ = (X~-n-xq-P)X~ 
is invertible. Since X~' is invertible, the matrix T is invertible if and only if 
X q-p - X q-p is invertible. (3.21) 
Hence, for fixed p, from the proof of Theorem 2.2, it follows that for large enough values of q the 
problem (3.19) has only one solution {U(n)) satisfying 
IIU(n)ll <_ nl max {ll(I)ll, II@n), p < n < q, (3.22) 
for some positive constant L1 independent of n and q. In an analogous way, the problem 
U(n + 2) + A1V(n + 1) + AoV(n) = f(n + 1); 
(3.23) 
p < n < q; u(p) = 4, U(q) = ~, 
admits a unique solution for large enough values of q, and the solution {U(n)} of (3.23) satisfies 
IIU(n)ll < L3 max ~11¢11, I1~11, max II$(m)ll~, p < n < (3.24) q, / p<m<_q ) 
for some positive constant L3 not depending on n, p or q. 
4. THE VARIABLE  COEFF IC IENT CASE 
Let us consider the problem (3.19) where A0 is invertible and the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 
hold. Let {-4i(n)}p<n<q be matrix sequences in C r×r such that 
.4i(n) - A~ < e, i = 0,1, (4.1) 
where e > 0, and note that the boundary value problem 
U(n + 2) + AI(n + 1)U(n + 1) +/t0(n + 1)U(n) = f (n + 1); 
(4.2) 
p < n < q; U(p) = (I), U(q) -- k~, 
can be regarded as a perturbation of problem (3.23). Let us suppose that for given (I), @ and 
{f(n)}, problem (4.2) is solvable and let 
#---- (U'(n) ; p_<n_<q}. (4.3) 
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Let us write the problem (4.2) in the form 
U(n -4-2)+A1U(n -4- 1)+AoU(n) : f (n  + 1)+ (A1- / t l (n  + 1)) U(n + 1)+ (Ao-.4o(n + 1)) U(n), 
p < n < q, U(p) = (I), U(q) = if2 
(4.4) 
and note that (4.4) is of the type (3.23) if {if(n)} is known. From (4.1) and (4.3) for p < n < q 
it follows that 
f (n )+ (A1-A I (n+I ) )U(n+l )q - (Ao-Ao(nA- I ) )U(n)  <2¢#+ sup ]If(m)[ I. 
p(_m<_q 
By Remark 1, the solution {U(n)} of problem (4.4) satisfies 
O(n) _<L3max{ll~ll,ll~ll,2~/~+ sup $1f(m)[I}, p<n<_q. (4.5) 
p(_rn<q 
By (4.3) and (4.5) it follows that 
sup U(m) =/~_<L3max{ll¢ll,ll¢'[I, sup [lY(m)ll+2c.}. (4.6) 
p(_m<q p<_m(q 
From (4.6) it follows that 
< L3 ma~ {ll~ll, I1~11, 
Taking e = 1/4L3, from (4.7) one gets 
< L3ma~ll¢ll,tl~ll, sup 
L p<_rn(q 
sup [I:(m)ll} + 2e#L3. (4.7) 
p<m(q 
IIf(m)ll} + ~, 
(4.8) 
#< 2L3max {11¢11, IL~II, sup II/(m)ll}, 
p(_m<q 
U(m) { sup II:(m)ll} • (4.9) sup < 2L3max [[~ll, []lI/ll,p<m_<q 
p<rrt<q 
We have proved that assuming that problem (4.2) is solvable, a solution {Lr(n)} of (4.2) must 
verify (4.9) if the coefficients {fi, i(n)} verify the condition (4.1) with e = 1/4L3 and L3 given by 
Remark 1. In particular, taking ¢ = • = 0 and f(n) = O, p < n < q, in (4.2), this means that 
the unique solution of such problem is the trivial one U(n), p < n < q. Note that problem (4.2) 
can be regarded as the block tridiagonal linear system 
I 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0" 
-5 ,0 ( "+1)  -A I (P+I )  I 0 ... 0 0 0 0 
0 -Ao(p+2) -A I (p+2)  I ... 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .. -Ao(q -2)  -A l (q -2 )  I 0 




U(p + 1) 
O(p + 2) 
U(z - 1) 
U(q) 
0 0 
- f (P)  
- / (p  + 1) 
- f (q  - 1) 
tI/ 
(4.10) 
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Since the unique solution of (4.10) corresponding to • = • = 0 and f (n)  = 0, p _< n < q, 
it follows that the block matrix of (4.10) is a full rank injective matrix. Hence, for any values 
of (I), ~ and {/(n)}p<n<q, the problem (4.2) admits a unique solution. Thus, the existence of 
solutions of (4.2) supposed above is guaranteed and the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let us suppose the hypotheses (2.5) and (2.11) and the invertibility of Ao(n) 
for p < n < q. Let L3 be defined by (3.24) and the condition (4.1) for e = 1/4L3. Then the 
boundary value problem (4.2) admits a unique solution {U(n)} such that 
b'(n) <:-2L2max{ II(I)ll'H~ll'p<_m<qmaX Hf(m)H}, p<n<q._  _ (4.11) 
Now we are interested in sufficient conditions in order that the variable coefficient problem 
U(n +2) + AI (n+ 1)U(n+ 1) + Ao(n + 1)V(n) = f (n+ 1); 
(4.12) 
0 < n < N - 2; U(0) = (I), U(N) = k~, 
be well-conditioned, in the sense that, for arbitrary values of (I), ~ in C r and for any bounded 
sequences {f(n)}n>0, {Ai(n)}n>_o, i = 0, 1, the problem (4.12) admits a unique solution {V(n)} 
for large enough values of N so that one satisfies an inequality of the type (3.6) where K is a 
positive constant independent of n and N. 
First of all note that like in the proof of Theorem 4.1, as problem (4.12) is solvable for ~) = • = 0 
and f (n)  = 0, if one satisfies an inequality of the type (3.6), then the unique solution of (4.12) is 
the trivial one. Hence, the block matrix coefficient of the system (4.10) with p = 0, q = N is full 
rank injective matrix. Thus, for any value of (I), ~ and {f(n)}o<n<g, the problem (4.12) admits 
a unique solution. This means that the inequality (3.6) guarantees the existence and uniqueness 
for solutions of (4.12). 
Now we prove that under the following hypotheses the problem (4.12) is well-conditioned. Let 
us suppose that 
Ao(n) is invertible for n >_ 0, (4.13) 
and that the matrix coefficients {Ai(n)},>0, i = 0, 1, satisfy the smoothness conditions 
lk 
-1  w 
I IA~(k)-Ai( I ) I I<-D N ' O<k, l<N,  i=0 ,1 ,  (4.14) 
where 
D > 0, w > 0. (4.15) 
If C(n) is the companion matrix associated to (4.12), i.e., [0 ,] 
-Ao(n)  -A l (n )  ' 
let us assume that for each n _> 0, the matrices Mn(n) ,  M12(n) defined by Theorem 2.1 for each 
n _> 0 satisfy the conditions: 
Mll(n) and M12(n) are invertible in C rx~, n _> 0, (4.16) 
and that there exists a positive number 0 not depending on N or n, such that 
pc(n)(z) = pl,n(z)p2,n(z), n >_ 0 
m 
P l ,n (Z)  = 1- [ (Z  -- z i (n ) )S i (n ) ;  81(n) + ' ' "  + S in(n)  = r, 
i=1  
Izi(n)i <_ 1 - O, 1 < i < m; n >_ 0; (4.17) 
t 
p2, . ( z )  = I I  (z  - ; 
j----1 
Izm+j(n)l > (1 -0 )  -1, 
Sm+l(n) + ' . "  + 8m+t(n) = r, 
l< j<t ;  n>O.  
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Let us also suppose that the sequences of the condition umbers of matrices Mll(n) and M12(n) 
are bounded, i.e., 
sup~(Ml l(n))  < +c~, sup~ (M12(n)) < +c~. (4.18) 
n>0 n_>0 
By [13, p. 42] and the hypothesis (4.17), there exists a norm I1" II in C rxr such that for some 
positive constants co and 70 with 0 < 7o < 1 and independent on n and N, one verifies 
[[[Jl(n)]mll <_ %__~m, [J2(n)] -m _< "~,  m _> 0 (4.19) 
co 
where J(n) = diag {Jl(n), J2(n)} is the Jordan form of C(n), the Jordan blocks of Jl(n) corre- 
spond to eigenvalues zi(n) of C(n) with modulus ]zi(n)l < 1 - 0, those of J2(n) correspond to 
eigenvalues zj(n) with Izj(n)l >_ (1 - 0) -1 and 
JI(n) EC "x',  J2 (n )•C  rxr, n>0.  
Note that from (4.18), (4.19), one gets 
g l  = sup ~ (M11(n)) < oo; K2 = sup~ (M12(n)) < oo (4.20) 
n)0 e0 n)0 
and that by the Remark 1 and the proof of Theorem 3.1, the constant coefficient problem 
V(n + 2) + A1 (mo) Y(n + 1) + Ao (too) Y(n) = f(n + 1); 
p < n < q, p < mo < q; V(p) = ~, Y(q) = ~, (4.21) 
is well-conditioned for any pair of integers p, q, with 0 _< p < q _< N, q - p _> 2, and the unique 
solution {V(n)}p<,~<q of problem (4.21) verifies 
HV(n)H<_Lmax{ ~ , ~2 ,pmma~<_qHf(m)H}, p<n<q,  (4.22) 
where L is a positive constant not depending on p, q, n or N, that is, expressed in terms of the 
constants co, "Y0, K1,/(2, defined by (4.19) and (4.20). 
Suppose that, for some fixed ~, k~, there exists a solution {U(n)}o<n<N of problem (4.12). Let 
us choose a positive integer A > 2, and a sequence of integers 0 = No < N1 < ... < Ns = N, 
such that 
2 ~ Nj+I - Nj < A, 0 < j < s - 1. (4.23) 
Let N large enough so that 
N > A(4LD) 1/~, (4.24) 
where w and D are defined by (4.14),(4.15), and let us consider the s - 1 truncated boundary 
value problems 
Y(n + 2) + A1 (Nj) V(n + 1) + Ao (N:) Y(n) = f(n + 1); 
V (Nj_I) = U (Nj_I), Y(Yj+l) = U (Nj+I) , (4.25) 
Nj_I < n < Nj+I, l < j < s -1 ,  
where U(Nj-1), U(Nj+I) are the known values of solution {U(n)}o<_n<N of problem (4.12), at 
n = Nj-1 and n = N:+I, respectively. 
Note that in the domain Nj-1 < n < Nj+I, the truncated boundary value problem 
U(n + 2) + AI(n + 1)U(n + 1) + Ao(n + 1)U(n) = f(n + 1); 
(Yj-1) = V(Yj_l), U (Nj+I) = U(Nj+I), (4.26) 
Nj - I<n<Nj+I ,  l< j<_s -1 ,  
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can be regarded as a perturbation of (4.25). By (4.14), (4.23) and (4.24), for Nj-1 < n < Nj it 
follows that 
° T  1 [[Ai(n) - Ai(Nj)[[ < Nj - n TM _< D < ~,  
and by Theorem 4.1, the solution {U(n)} of (4.26) is unique and verifies 
_< 2Lmax ~HU (Nj-1)l[, HU (Nj+I)][ , max Hf(m)[[~ , N j - I  <n  < Nj+I. (4.27) 
t Nj_I<_m<_Nj+, J 
From the uniqueness for solution of (4.26) one gets that [](n) = U(n) for Nj-1 _< n _< Nj+I, 
1 <_ j _< s - 1. Hence, taking n = Nj in (4.27) one gets U(Nj) = U(Nj) and 
[[U (Nj)[[ _< 2Lmax {[[U(Nj-1)[[,llU(Nj+I)[[, Nj_,<_m<_Nj+lmax [[f(m)[[}, 
(4.28) 
max [IU(N~)ll<2L max {IIU(Nj-1)[I IIU(Nj+I)II, max Ilf(m)ll}. 
l<_j<s--1 - -  1_<5_<8--1 ' 0<rn<N 
Now for arbitrary n with 0 < n < N, there exists a J0 such that Njo_l < n < Njo+l , and 
by (4.11) with L = L2, it follows that 
[U(n)l<2Lmax{l[U(Njo_l)[,[U(Njo+l),_ Njo-t<-m<-Njo+amax [If(m)ll} 
{ max [[f(m)[[} _< 2L l<j<s-lmax [[U (Nj)[[, [[U (Nj+I)[[ 'Nj_l<m<g~+~ (4.29) 
{ [ {11 ,,,, .. max IIf(m)ll}],o<m<Nmax IIf(m)ll}, _< 2Lo<n<Nmax 2L max ¢ll,ll~ll,o<m< N 
[[U(n)[[ _< 4L2 max {[[¢[[,Hk~H,omma~N[[f(m)[[}, 0 <n < N. 
By (4.29) one gets that for ¢ = gi = f(m) = 0, the unique solution of problem (4.12) is the 
trivial one, and that the matrix coefficient of the algebraic system (4.10) with p = 0, q = N is a 
full rank injeetive matrix. Thus, any problem of the type (4.12) admits a unique solution {U(n)} 
verifying (4.29). Summarizing the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 4.2. With the previous notation and under the hypotheses (4.13)-(4.18), the prob- 
lem (4.I2) is well-conditioned, and the solution {U(n) }o<n<g O[ (4.12) iS unique and verifies an 
inequality of the type (4.29), where L is a positive constant not depending on n or N. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the problem (4.12) with data defined by 
n+l  2N+l  
-2  






for0 <n <N.  
with i = 0, 1, it follows that 
k- j  
[IAo(k) - Ao(j)[[1 = N 
0 
j - k  




n+l  2N+1 
2N+l  N 
n+l  
N 
n+l  2N+l  
N 
Note that Ao(n) is invertible and considering the 1-norm for matrices Ai(n), 
k j] 
2N+l  < 21k - jl 
k - j  - N ' 
N 1 
o ] Ik-jl Ik-j[ 
j -  k J <- 2--1V ~-1 < 2N 
~-~g+- i 1 
O<k, j<N,  
~ ,  O<k, j<N.  
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Hence, 
- J ]  O<k, j<N,  []A~(k)-AI(i)]] I  _< 2[k N , _ _ 
The companion matrix takes the form 
i =0,1 .  
C(n)  = 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
n+l  n+l  2N+1 n+l  2N+1 








n+l  2N+1 
2N+1 N 
n+l  2N+l  
; zl(n)  : 2N + 1 z2(n) = N ' n > 0, 
verifying 
]z l (n ) ]< l -4 ;  ]z2(n)] -1 <_1-1 ;  n>0.  
The Jordan canonical form J (n)  of C(n), and the matrix M(n)  so that 
C(n)M(n)  =M(n) J (n ) ,  
take the form 
with 
J (n)  : 
n+l  
1 0 0 
2N+l  
n+l  
0 0 0 
2N+1 
2N+1 
0 0 1 
N 
2N+1 
0 0 0 
N 
M(n)  = 
10 0 1 0 
1 0 1 
n+l  2N+l  
n+l  2N+l  
2N+1 0 N 
~¢ (Mll(n)) = t~ (M12(n)) = 1. 
By Theorem 4.2, the problem (4.12) with the above data is well-conditioned. 
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